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NOTES AND REVIEWS NOTES AND REVIEWS 

ending (1st sg.), and in the terminal -nen. 
In the latter case, E. Setala3 in fact 
assumes two historical nasal losses, 
roughly: 
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assumes two historical nasal losses, 
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n > 0/ # 
e > 0/-# 
n > 0/ # 

n > 0/ # 
e > 0/-# 
n > 0/ # 

*naine 
*nain 
nai 

*naine 
*nain 
nai 

Lauri Posti,4 while agreeing to the final 
-n loss, posits a different sequence: 

Lauri Posti,4 while agreeing to the final 
-n loss, posits a different sequence: 

e > 0/n_n# 
nn > n 
n> 0/- # 

e > 0/n_n# 
nn > n 
n> 0/- # 

*nainn 
*nain 
nai 

*nainn 
*nain 
nai 

I am less certain than either Setial or 
Posti about the existence in Livonian of a 
general -n loss rule and can very well 
imagine that all that happened (if *nainen 
is in fact the proto-form) was a vowel loss 
followed by the elimination of an im- 
possible consonant cluster, in one dialect 
via a loss (*nainen > *nainn > nai), in 
the other via a contraction (*nainen > 
*nainn > nain). At any rate, nothing 
suggests either a persistent change (as 
Chafe) or a surface phonological con- 
straint (as Shibatani), and the example 
Livonian nai woman should be retired 
from the active list forthwith. 

VALDIS J. ZEPS 

University of Wisconsin, Madison 

3 E. Setala, Yhteissvomalainen ddnnehistoria, 
I-II (Helsinki, 1890-91), p. 379. 

4 Lauri Posti, Grundzige der livischen Laut- 
geschichte (Helsinki, 1942), pp. 280-81. 
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going on for some time. In 1948 Kenneth 
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first modern treatment on the issue.' Other 
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noticed the tonal quality of the language 
but were not sure how to treat it in their 
transcriptions. Sinclair and Pike posited 
three tones: high, low, and rising. Sinclair 
has lived in Ixmiquilpan, the heart of Otomi 
country, since that time, directing the 
Summer Institute of Linguistics's efforts 
in translating the Bible into Otomi. The 
recently completed biblical work, as well 
as all the instructional and folkloric 
material produced by SIL over the years, 
uses the Sinclair-Pike three-tone notation. 
In 1949 Leon and Swadesh offered a view 
which emphasized stress rather than tone 
as the distinctive feature of Otomi pro- 
sody.2 In 1963 the structure of tone 
occurrence in Otomi was further and more 
explicitly challenged independently by 
Leon and by myself.3 Briefly, we concluded 
that only high and low needed to be 
marked, and that the so-called rising tone 
could be accounted for using geminate 
vowels (vv). My analysis went slightly 
further, establishing a series of ordered 
rules which would account for all (and 
only) the tones in Otomi lexemes. 

In 1968 Ethel Wallis published a 
thorough study of Otomi phonology, 
paying special attention to the formation 
of tone and to the relations inhering in tone, 
stress, pitch, and intonation.4 She includes 
a good deal of data, making her article the 
most complete analysis on the subject to 
date.5 Wallis challenged my interpretation 

2 Frances Leon and Morris Swadesh, "Two 
Views of Otomi Prosody," IJAL 15 (1949): 
100-105. 

3 Frances Leon, "Revision de la fonologia 
Otomi," Anales del INAH 15 (1963): 315-22; 
and H. Russell Bernard, "Otomi Tones" (Paper 
presented at the American Anthropological 
Association Meeting, San Francisco, 1963). 

4 Ethel Wallis, "The Word and the Phono- 
logical Hierarchy of Mexquital Otomi," Lan- 
guage 44 (1968): 76-90. 

5 Wallis uses the notion of "phonological 
hierarchy" in her treatment. This "asserts that 
the phonology of a language has an internal 
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of Otomi tones. I had stated that rising 
tone was not phonemic but was a pre- 
dictable function of length. Wallis insists 
that "there is strong evidence to establish 
the contrast of rising tone in the tone 
system." I asserted that all diphthongs 
exhibited rising tone; Wallis produced 
contrary examples. Finally, Wallis noted 
that "Bernard's 'lexical rules' do not cover 
all of the data, and are consequently 
defective. Ordered rules of the variety he 
suggests could, indeed, be formulated. But 
the set of such rules would contain more 
members, with sub-sets to account for 1) 
modification of basic tone sequences in 
words and 2) modification due to into- 
nation." Wallis was certainly correct in 
asserting that my lexical rules were in- 
adequate to account for all the data. In 
fact, they only accounted for lexical items 
uttered in isolation. In this paper I will 
offer some new observations on these 
issues. 

The first problem is the adequacy of the 
two-tone rather than the three-tone system. 
Parsimony is only one compelling reason 
for retaining a two-tone system. Another is 
that length and stress are apparently in- 
dependent features of the phonology. These 
features must be incorporated into any 
explanation of the phonology; it is simply 
easier to consider phonetic features such 
as gliding or rising tones as functions of 
multiple features (stress, tone, length) than 
as a single package. One might argue 
strongly for rising tone as phonemic; after 
all, there are minimal pairs in Otomi such 

hierarchical structure which is essentially inde- 
pendent of the grammar (morphology and syntax) 
of that language." In this article, I assume that, 
on the contrary, the phonological component is 
not independent of the rest of the grammar, but 
is rather an integrated part of the grammar. The 
basic discussion of this, of course, is Noam 
Chomsky and Morris Halle, The Sound Pattern 
of English (New York: Harper & Row, 1968). 

as [edi] to say goodbye, and [edi] to be- 
witch; [bi] to be afraid, and [bi] urine; 
[b6] black, and [bo] maguey stalk, and 
many others, including [saeni] to shatter, 
and [saeni] traction. Consider also the 
triplet [ne] to want, [ne] nose, and [ne] also. 
Curiously, though, these pairs are all verbs 
with verbs or nouns with verbs. Minimal 
pairs of nouns with nouns, separated only 
by the rising tone feature, are so rare in 
Otomi that their existence is questionable. 
Furthermore, changes of tone in verb 
"conjugation" often include the sub- 
stitution of a rising phonetic feature for 
high, and vice versa. With nouns, this is 
never the case, except under predictable, 
discourse conditions. 

This suggests that the phonetic feature of 
rising tone is important for distinguishing 
meaning in nouns, where no other markers 
(such as mood, aspect, person, tense) exist. 
Where such markers do exist (in verbs), 
the rising tone does not appear to be so 
indispensable. Furthermore, the rising 
phonetic feature always involves vowel 
length and stress. Since it can be shown 
that stress is an important feature in 
Otomi (beyond its cooccurrence with rising 
tone), it seems to me that a notational 
device which lumps length and stress into 
a single package, fails to describe the 
role of those features in the grammar. I 
would still maintain, then, that the con- 
sideration of phonetically rising tone in 
Otomi as a function of geminates is more 
elegant, more parsimonious, and descrip- 
tively more powerful in the grammar than 
its consideration as a phonemically distinct 
feature. 

There is one nagging difficulty. I was 
incorrect in my claim that all diphthongs 
exhibit rising tone. There are, in fact, at 
least the following minimal pairs of words 
with diphthong vowels occurring as low- 
high (i.e., rising tone) and as high-high, for 
example, [nei] he dances, [nei] dance! [m +- i] 
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he lives, [m4+i] live! [ntai] the purchase, 
[ntai] buy! I think it is apparent that in 
these examples, at least, the tone con- 
figuration is dominated by rules from 
elsewhere in the grammar. Specifically, 
multiple high tones in diphthongs tend to 
be imperatives. In any case, these examples 
(or others which might be more subtle) are 
not sufficient to warrant preference for a 
three-tone system. Even if examples could 
be found of minimal pairs in true gemi- 
nates (i.e., nondiphthongs), there are no 
examples of words of more than one 
syllable with double high tone. Since the 
principal lexical rule states "mark the first 
high tone unless it is final (since all poly- 
syllabic lexemes in isolation end in high),"6 
a marking of high in its occurrence of a 
geminate or diphthongs would take care 
of any difficulties created by these so-called 
exceptions. In sum, a two-tone system, 
with marking only of the first high (marked 
by null in polysyllabic final), works for all 
lexemes in Otomi in isolation. 

This brings us to the much more im- 
portant issue. Wallis was indeed correct in 
her assertion that normal speech data 
contradict my rules. Consequently, those 
rules are inadequate if one were to use them 
to predict Otomi tones in discourse. The 
rules I offered were not intended to cover 
normal speech; and Wallis was again 
correct in her assertion that ordered rules 
could account for all tones, including those 
changes that occur within words. The 
changes in tone are, in fact, part of a much 
larger set of morphophonemic changes in 
Otomi verbs. These changes are the outcome 
of verb transformations. Thus, we may 
consider the Otomi word, in isolation, as 
composed of a group of morphophonemes 
(including some "morphotonemes," if you 
will). The dictionary part of the phonology 
spells out these morphophonemic bundles 

6 H. Russell Bernard, "Otomi Tones," Anthro- 
pological Linguistics 9 (1966): 15-19. 

(lexeme roots). Elsewhere in the grammar 
there are transformations which, for verbs 
at least, produce forms which mark tense, 
person, aspect, etc. Changes in the tones 
of lexeme roots are among the changes 
which occur during these transformations.7 
Some examples will make this clear:8 

(1) /i nu zi ts' + +nt' + bi hyaandathoo 
hab+- bi dagi nui' rc tiya/and (i) 
this (nu) little (zi) boy (ts' + + nt' +) 
past third person (bi) see (handi) only 
(thoo) where (hab +4) past third 
person (bi) fall (dagi) this (nu'c) the 
(rc) old lady (tiya). And this little boy 
just saw where the woman hadfallen 
down drunk. 

(2) /thede theni 'na bi gustabii 'mahni 
handi 'na/ laugh (thede) laugh (theni) 
said ('na) past third person (bi) enjoy 
(gusta) third person object marker 
(bii) stand ('mai) locative (ni) look 
(handi) said ('na). They laughed and 
laughed and enjoyed standing there 
looking on. 

In (1) the changes in the root see are 
related to phonologic and syntactic trans- 
formations which include: (i) the insertion 
of a glide /y/ to indicate transitiveness; (ii) 
the lengthening of the first vowel and the 
accompanying change of tone resulting 
from rules which operate after the addition 
of the suffix /tho/ (which is in turn 
lengthened by rules from the phonology); 
(iii) the deletion of /i/, indicating nomina- 
tive, to /a/, indicating accusative; (iv) the 

7 Since tones and other phonologic features 
change in the surface structure as a result of 
transformations elsewhere in the grammar, it can 
hardly be the case that the "phonological 
hierarchy" is "independent of the grammar." 

8 I am using a new orthography here, which I 
have introduced elsewhere (H. Russell Bernard, 
"Otomi Phonology and Orthography," IJAL 39 
[1973]: 180-84). It was worked out with Sr. 
Jesus Salinas PL of Orizabita, Ixmiquilpan. /o/ is 
written /c/, /c/ is written /ts/, /A/ is written /v/. 
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addition of /tho/ as a marker of passive 
mood. The changes in /hab +/ -> /hab 4-/, 
/dagi/ -- /dagi/, and /nu'c/ - /nu'c/ result 
from phonologic rules which govern tone 
only. Specifically, nonaccented (i.e., non- 
initial) high tones -> low preceding im- 
mutably low-tone particles (/bi/, /rc/); final 
nonstressed high tone -> low tone pre- 
ceding lexemes with initial high (i.e., 
stressed) tone. (See tone rule, level 3 
below.) 

In (2) the changes in /gusta/ (from the 
Spanish, gustar) result from the syntactic 
changes which require the use of /bii/ as a 
third person object marker in the medio- 
passive. Some of the changes include tones. 
The change in /'mai/, on the other hand, 
(i.e., the deletion of /i/ and its replacement 
by /h/) results from the use of the locative 
/ni/. Note that in diphthongs the stress 
is on the initial low tone, while for all 
other vocoids stress is on the initial high 
tone. 

The deletion of /i/ in /'mai/ is consistent 
with this stress rule. This is another reason 
for considering the rising tone as a 
geminate. 

But tones are actually even more com- 
plicated than these examples might suggest. 
In discourse there are tone patterns which 
conform neither to the lexical rules, nor 
to the verb transformational rules. I 
suggest that there are four levels of rules 
which may account for the data on Otomi 
tones. (1) First are the lexical rules, which 
have already been presented.9 (2) Second, 
there are the rules for marking tone on 
derived items (specifically verbs), incorpo- 
rating the morphophonemic changes, a 
sample of which is cited above. (3) Third 
come rules for marking tones in phrases 
and sentences; for example, the rules 
governing the change from /dagi/ -- /dagi/, 
/hab+/ -> /hab+-/, and /nu'c/ - /nu'/ 
above. (4) Fourth, I would postulate a level 

9 See Bernard, "Otomi Tones." 

of rules which allow for creativity, or what 
is sometimes called stylistic variation 
among speakers. 

The general proposition, then, is that 
the intuition of a native speaker of Otomi 
embraces these rules of grammar which are 
first phonological, next syntactic, and 
finally stylistic, and which are applied 
algorithmically. First, he scans the word 
(morphophonemic lexeme), selects its tone 
as determined by the primary set of rules, 
and stores this information. Proceeding 
to the second level he performs the syn- 
tactic operations and makes the mor- 
phophonemic changes required for verbs. 
Changes in tone may be included in those 
changes. For example, /honi/ takes an 
immutably low-tone objective marker /ga/ 
when it means to look for something and 
does not take such a marker when it is 
intransitive and used to mean to need or 
to use. Thus, /honi/ -- /honga/,10 according 
to syntactic rules which state: (1) Remove 
stressed/high-tone final vowel; (2) Add 
low-tone particle /ga/. Note, however, that 

removing the /i/ in /honi/ is to delete the 
primary stress of the verb root. Thus, a 
third rule is now required: (3) Keep stress 
in the root by moving it back. Elsewhere 
in the grammar there is a rule which states: 
"The primary stress of a verb root may 
never be lost from the root. If it gets 
pushed out by some particle, then put it 
back somewhere else in the root." The 
application of this rule plus three specific 
rules results in the low-low occurrence 
/honga/ with stress on the first low tone; 
rule 3 tells where to rehang the stress, and 
in polysyllabic roots there are specific 
rules which say how far back to move the 
stress. Such a stressed low-tone pattern is 
definitely proscribed by the lexical rules 
taken alone. An alternative way of 
handling this, of course, is to consider the 

10 In polysyllabic words with exclusive low 
tone, the first low tone is stressed. 
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verb root as /hon-/ with an obligatory 
marker in discourse. At this time I have 
rejected such a possibility because the 
number of rules required to describe dis- 
course is greater than those under the 
analysis I propose. 

The third set of rules is also.syntactic, 
but at the phrase, or sentence level. 

(3) /ma gc honga n'a rc fani pa gc tvvge/ 
I'm going to look for a horse to ride. 

Clearly, according to rule 1 the lexical 
item /fini/ must end in high tone. Since it 
is a noun, it does not undergo any morpho- 
phonemic changes. The loss of final high 
tone is accounted for by two facts: (i) the 
final high is not the stressed syllable; (ii) 
it precedes an immutably low-tone particle 
/pa/. 

Thus, had it been: 

(4) /ma gc honga n'a rc ndcmfri pa gc 
kcts'i/ I am going to look for an ox 
so I can plant. 

there would be no lowering of the final 
tone in /ndcmfri/ because it is stressed. 
Finally, consider these two renderings of 
the same sentence: 

(5) /ma gc honga n'a rc faini pa gc tvvge/ 

(6) /ma gc honga n'a rc fini / pa gc 
tvvge/ 

In the first, the final high tone on /fini/ 
falls, as a result of rules from level 3. But 
in the second sentence the high tone of 
/fani/ is preserved because of the applica- 
tion of another rule from level 3: all 
simple declarative utterances end in high 
tone. And by virtue of a rule from level 4: 
a pause may be introduced between inde- 
pendent and dependent clauses at the 
speaker's option. This last rule has the 
effect of making the independent clause 
obligatorily end in final high tone, since 
the pause confers utterance final status on 
the clause. 

The problem with the scheme I have 
proposed, of course, is that it requires a 
thoroughly worked out grammar of Otomi 
-morphophonemic changes in verbs, 
phrase structure, etc. This is another way 
of stating the truism that phonology is not 
the simplest level of a grammar. Moreover, 
it is obvious that they must be presented 
in ordered sets and embedded within 
syntactic and semantic descriptions of 
relevant parts of Otomi grammar. My 
purpose here was not to present such a 
description; I fear that may be several 
years away. Still it seems worth pointing 
out that tones in Otomi are apparently 
subject to transformational operations, 
much as any other part of the language. 
The evidence so far indicates that trans- 
formations operate on deeply embedded 
root patterns of tone; and these lexemic 
patterns are describable by the few simple 
rules I proposed in "Otomi Tones." 

All of this raises a peripheral but im- 
portant problem for anthropological lin- 
guistics: if we do not know all the rules for 
tone change (leaving aside the question of 
rising tone), how can we minimally mark 
tone orthographically ? As far as I can tell, 
tones should be marked as if they were for 
words in isolation. Generally, the rules I 
have presented account for changes I have 
encountered in my corpus of data. There 
are still some exceptions, however, and I 
simply mark them when necessary-until 
the rules to account for them are discovered. 
In some cases the rules may not be very 
general, as in /xamadi/ thank you, but I 
would count them as rules nonetheless. 

Finally, this last suggestion raises an 
issue which is only partly "linguistic": Who 
is an orthography for? 

Recently, a simple orthography for 
Otomi was devised by Sr. Jesus Salinas of 
Orizabita, Ixmiquilpan and myself.11 The 

11 See Bernard, "Otomi Phonology and 
Orthography." 
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orthography is internally consistent, makes 
linguistic sense to native speakers, and can 
be read and written by anyone who reads 

Spanish, that is, it is compatible with a 
standard Spanish keyboard. Now, the 

problem we have faced is that Jesus has 
become totally facile in writing Otomi, but 
he can't bring himself to bother with those 

pesky tones. In an experiment, he wrote 
out some sentences in Otomi and then read 
them onto a recorder. A month later he 
read them again, and the stylistic variation 
-even in this one speaker-was apparent. 
The rules from level 4 were clearly 
operating. 

Therefore, we have proposed that, for 
the convenience of linguists, texts in Otomi 
might be printed with tone marked when 

possible. For Otomies it is a waste of time. 
Further, we have concluded that, for 
Otomi at least, marking of any supraseg- 
mental features tends to discourage literacy. 
We don't know whether this is the case in, 
say, Mazateco, where there are many tones. 
But we suspect that native speakers of tone 
languages who use alphabetic (i.e., non- 
ideographic) writing systems generally do 
not need to mark tone or stress.12 

A Sample Text 

rc zi ts' + +nt'+ rc ma'yo 

1. rc zi ts'++nt'+ rc ma'yo bi 'yo rc 
'mi'yo ngetc n'a rc dc dc'niu th6gi./ 2. e bi 
n'a rc zi tiya/ di 'yo rc 'fiuu ski meengrc 
tai./ 3. yaa di ti./ 4. i nu zi ts' + +nt' + bi 
hyaandathoo/ haib bi dagi nu'c rc tiya/ 
di ti./ 5. bi hyandi yaa dc ''m'mc y wa 
yaa dc/ yaa dc xwcni./ 6. i nu rc ts' + + nt' + 

12 An earlier version of this paper was 
presented at the American Anthropological 
Meeting in Toronto, 1973. I am indebted to 
Dorothy Kaschube (Colorado) and Oswald 
Werner (Northwestern) for their helpful com- 
ments at the meeting. Grateful acknowledge- 
ment is also made to the Library of the American 
Philosophical Society (Phillips Fund) for support 
of this work. 

bvs/ geetb + 'yo ko yc 'y6 yc daeti./ 7. siskrc 
k'cntho siskrc k'cntho./ 8. i nu'c rc/ i nu'c 
rc tiya ndes/ ko'c di ti hin di ntsa o/ hin gi 
k6'ma yc wa./ 9. haandcthoo ko yc doondo 

ndcpo./ 10. xa nduunthi ha rc kweerpo./ 
11. i sc ndc ma 'na./ 12. i nu'c ndc nts' + +- 
nt'+ siskrc k'cstho siskrc k'cstho 'na./ 13. 
bos c ndc tiya sc gantho chc 'na./ 14. sc 
chc 'n./ 15. i nu ndc ts'+ +nt'+ 'na ndes 
handc nu'c yc kweento (x+si) nui'c rc/ 
eenbi nui yc/ ni'c yc ndcpo nu'c rc tiya/ sc 
ndc maa./ 16. i maabi/ bc tha'tbi bc 
k'-Ctwcbii 'na/ ko'c sc ndc maa./ 17. i de 

ge'c/ i de ge'c nuge/ 'raamats' + bi 
k' 4- twcbii 'na nu ndc tiya nu'c dcsthooho 
'na hin gi ne dc nuuhu 'na./ 18. nu'c 'ra 
mats'+ bi k'+twcbii 'na./ 19. yaa bi 
munts'c n'a ndc mit'i bi/ bi xontwcbi./ 20. 
i/ bi maabae ndc ts'+ +nt'+ maa bc hu 
rc fiani bi/ ha 'yo yc 'y6./ 21. maa bc/ maa 
bc kccspyae nu'c yc ndoondo ndcpo bi 
hnctwc rc tiya 'na./ 22. h6kyc zi xcsc 
nthcchi 'na ne/ hcc n'a zi saeni rc sith i'na 
23. bi h6kyc n'a rc byoli ko nge ni'c yc 
ndc xcscthcchi bi/ hiikwc rc tiya./ 24. yaa 
bi na'tsbae nu rc githi bi h6ki 'fiaatsi bi/ 
na'tsbae de gc by6li eenbi./ 25. 'neep+ bi 
m +pyae rc 'mae'mta 'na/ rc ts'+ +nt'+ 
ko nge nu'c yc xcscnthcchi bi h6ki./ 26. i 
bi/ 'fiapyae nu yc daeti 'mahni 'na./ 27. 
nde bi m+ rc nhei yc ndc daeti 'neehe 'na 

yc t'csi 'na./ 28. i sc maab+ 'ra yc 'y6fri 
'n./ 29. handc ni'c yc daeti nei 'na/ t'csi 
'n./ 30. v nu'c rc soo pae nu'c rc ts' + +- 
nt'+ ko nge nu'c yc/ 'mida bi h6ki./ 31. 
i de ge'c/ bi wait'c nu'c yc 'yofri arryero./ 
32. bi maa bc ts+ nu'c rc ts' + +nt'+ 'na./ 
33. te ma/ te ma 'mida ni gi pae'pc nu yc ri 
'y6 si nei enc 34. thede theni 'na bi 
gustabii 'mahni handi 'na./ 35. nde sc/ n'a 
ma zi soo eenbi di tuutwcwa ma/ ma 'y6 
di 'yowa di fa'yo eenbyae 'na./ 36. ts' + +- 
nt' + 'na/ pae'c ma n'aa in'v ya gc vhee ngu 
sc ts'amahotho y+ ri 'y6 nei enbi./ 37. aa 
hina enbi maa dc bvv ri kwaeh+ eengc 
nu'c rc ts'+ +nt'+ 'na./ 38. hina hin dc 
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bvv ma kwaehee gc./ 39. ha gc xut'chee 
eenbi 'na./ 40. hina hin maa dc bvv ri 
kwaeh + / 41. maa gi/ maa gi te gi six + wa 
'iieenc go ma ts'oki/ porke 'm+ gc pae rc 
soo 'ne ri burruh + maa dc nei eenbi 'na./ 
42. nu yc burru 'na nde di 'yaet'c ngu n'a 
rc sinkwenta yc buirru di du yc traaste 'na./ 
43. es hina enbi ne gc./ 44. nde dc/ paegchee 
rc soo ha gc 'ra'chee ri boxc pa ri kole ri 
thuhme gi tsi./ 45. hina eenbi 'na/ hina ni 
ko ngi xutki nugc hin gc paei maa dc ne ri 
burruh+ 'neehe./ 46. xwcc dc maskchee 
hin gc nkwaehee ge dc paei eenbi 'na./ 47. 
b6 'wengc ni'c yc burru bi i'6bc ha rc 
ficni eenbi xa yc paasto ha 'yo yc 'yoo 'na./ 
48. nde bi ne si ndc ne zi ts'+ +nt'+ bi 
m+'c rc 'maemta konge nu'c yc/ 'yoofri./ 
49. Si bi nepyae yc burru 'neehe 'na di 
mpoont'c nhei yc ndc burru ha di du yc 
traaste 'na./ 50. di nk'aent'c yc ndc 
traaste bi deehmi 'na 51. 6 nubyae hcc bi 
bv rc kwae nu'c rc 'yoofri 'na./ 52. hange 
di si'ch+ ge hin gc pae ninc gi/ 6bliga- 
giih+ gc mpae'mta/ eengc zi ts'+ +nt'+ 
'na./ 53. bus bi uimbc rc kwae 'na bi maa 
b6 hu'tswa keha ha rc presidensya 'na./ 54. 
nubae bi ts'6hnc zi ts'++nt'+ pa dc 
gut'c nu' + yc traaste 'na./ 55. bvs sccnge 
dc si'i seficr ge nuga hin di ne gc mpae'mta/ 
ge di pccdi 'ne ri mb6'onih+ dc nei./ 56. 
bvs hina di hin di ne nxab + / gi 'maepckh + 
por hwersa enc./ 57. nde te pa te gi 
'maepkch + por hwersa 'ne pa dc ri 

mb6'onih+./ 58. ha 'ne gi/ xap+ dc dc 
gut'c nui yc traaste eengyc mbvhv 'na./ 59. 
bvs aber si nu'c ri 'mida 60. gwc hcsc 
eenbi 'na./ 61. nde nu'c si di mfosc nu'c zi 
ts'+ +nt'+ 'na/ nu'c rc 'mida 'na./ 62. 
abe pae'c n'a ri soo sc gc/ gc hanthee 
'neehe gc vhee eengc nu'c yc mbvhv./ 63. 
hab + thusc rc keeha ko yc 'y6fri 'na./ 64. 
nde bc sc/ si bi maeaei 'na bi/ hi mi nehma 
'na./ 65. bvs pv dc bvv ri kwaeh+ porke 
'ne ri meesah + / maa dc nei ko ri 
tinteroh + eenbi 'na./ 66. hina eembi ge dc 
paeaei./ 67. bvs bi m+ rc 'maemta nui rc 

zi ts'+ + nt'+ 'na bi ne yc meesc 'na bi ne 
yc siiya 'na bi ne rc tintero 'na 68. bi 
mcnsa yc hae'mi ni'c ski h6ki 'na./ 69. 
bvs bri fot'c fadi zi ts'+ +nt'+ 'na./ 70. 
bvs seiior di eei'ch+ hin gc paeaei ha bvs 
gri 6bligah+ nxani nu yc seficr yc/ yc 
arryero mi 'yaet'c yc mb6'oni./ 71. bvs di 
eenbi hi stc6 inbc rc soo hma per6/ bi 

obligaagi./ 72. ee bs ni m6do eenc 73. s 
yaanu 'm-- zcc/z ma rc kuulpa hee'm + 
74. bvs yaa ri ma ndesyae 75. bvs si 
hab+ skwc hcc nu yc p6rkeriyay+ skc 
h6kc ri 'mida enc./ 76. bos dc ts+di bv 
nde yaa nxccsi ndes hin di pccdi hanxa 
y+- dc ts+di eengc zi ts'++nt'+ di 
nkvntho 'na./ 77. i ge'c. 

The Little Shepherd Boy 
Free Translation 

1. Once a little shepherd boy was tending 
his flock near a road. 2. He saw a woman 
lying on the road. She had been to market 
and was drunk. 4. The boy saw her there 
where she had fallen down dead drunk. 
5. She had her knees up in the air and 
spread apart. 6. The boy came closer and 
closer with his sheep and goats. 7. Since 
she was drunk, this woman felt no shame 
and she didn't have her skirts pulled down. 
9. With her legs up and uncovered the boy 
was able to see her cunt hair. 10. There 
was a lot on her body and they were very 
long. 12. The boy stared at them and the 
woman just snored away and slept in a 
deep drunken sleep. 15. And this boy, 
seeing those long cunt hairs, went over to 
touch them. 17. He yanked on them and 
pulled them out a little at a time. The 
woman was so drunk she just groaned but 
didn't wake up. 19. The boy collected a 
small pile of hairs and went over to the 
side of the road where his goats were 
grazing. 21. There he twirled the cunt hairs 
into strings and he put them on a piece of 
bamboo he was carrying and made a violin. 
25. Then he began to play the little 
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instrument he had made. 26. The sheep 
standing there heard the music. So did the 
goats. And they all began to dance to the 
music! 28. Meanwhile, a group of traveling 
merchants were coming along the road 
with their mules. 29. They saw these sheep 
and goats dancing and heard the tune the 
boy was. playing on the instrument he had 
made. 31. They came closer and said: 
"What kind of instrument is this you play 
that makes your sheep and goats dance?" 
34. And they laughed and laughed; they 
really enjoyed standing there watching the 
animals dance. 35. "Well," said the boy, 
"it's just a little tune I play as I tend my 
sheep and goats." 36. "Hey, boy," said 
the merchants, "play another song and 
make your goats dance." 37. "Ah, no," 
answered the boy, "you'll get mad." 38. 
"No we won't," said the merchants. "And 
we'll pay you, too." 40. "No, no," said the 
boy. "You'll get mad. Because if I play the 
song your donkeys will dance, too." 42. 
And those donkeys, about fifty of them, 
were all loaded down with pottery. 43. 
"No, we won't get mad," insisted the 
muleteers. "And we'll give you money for 
bread, too." 45. "No," says the boy, "even 
if you pay me I won't play because your 
donkeys will dance." 46. "Lord help us," 
cried the muleteers, "we will not get mad 
if you play." 47. Meanwhile, the donkeys 
had drifted over to the side of the road 
where the goats were eating the browse. 
48. And like it or not, the little boy began 
to play for the merchants. 49. Sure enough, 
the donkeys began to dance, and they got 
all tangled up and the pottery thundered 
to the ground and broke. 51. Well now, 
these merchants really did get mad and the 
boy said, "You see! This is why I told you 
I didn't want to play the song. But you 
forced me to." 53. Well, the merchants got 
mad anyway, and they went to lodge a 
complaint in the presidential palace in 
town. 54. They demanded that the boy pay 

for the pottery. 55. The boy said, "Sirs, 
that's why I told you I didn't want to play. 
I knew your animals would dance. I didn't 
want to play but you forced me to. You 
forced me to play; then your animals 
danced." 58. "And then you oblige him to 
pay for the pottery," the authorities said. 
"Well, let's see this instrument. Bring it 
here." And the boy brought it over 'to 
them. 61. "Well," said the authorities, 
"let's hear you play a song on this instru- 
ment." 64. The boy did not want to play. 
65. "Well, I believe you will get mad, sirs, 
because if I play your desks and inkwells 
will dance." 66. "No, we won't get mad. 
Play!" 67. The boy began playing. The 
desks danced, and the chairs danced, and 
the inkwells danced. 68. All the papers they 
had on their desks got stained. 69. They 
put him in jail and the boy said, 70. "well, 
sirs, I told you I didn't want to play but 
you forced me to, just as these gentlemen, 
the merchants did. 71. I told them I 
wouldn't play the song but they forced me 
to." 72. "Well, of course," said the 
authorities, understanding. 73. "Well, now 
I believe we are at fault. Go, then. But tell 
us first where you found that foulness 
from which you constructed the instru- 
ment." 76. "Well," answered the boy, "I 
found it already twirled. I don't know how 
I found them," he said, denying everything. 
77. That is the end of the story. 

The Little Boy the Shepherd 
Literal Translation 

1. the little boy the shepherd was going 
along the pastoring close a road passed. 
2. he came to a little old woman she goes 
on the road she had been returning from 
the market. 3. now she is drunk 4. and this 
lad saw only where she fell this woman she 
is drunk. 5. he saw her now she put up her 
legs now she stretched out. 6. and the lad 
well close came with his goats and sheep. 
7. he looked closer and closer at her 8. and 
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she the this the woman well as she is drunk 
she doesn't feel shame. oh she didn't cover 
her legs. 9. he saw her only standing her 
legs said. and he saw only with her stupid 
grass. 10. there is much on her body. 11. 
and very long said. 12. and this big boy 
insisted staring insisted staring. 13. well 
this big woman snored she slept said. 14. 
she was in deep sleep said. 15. and this big 
boy said well he saw these her stories this 
the that is to say these her these her grasses 
this the woman very long. 16. and he went 
to touch her he grabbed them said as they 
were long. 17. and from there and from 
there well little by little he pulled them out 
said this woman this groaned only said she 
didn't want to awaken said. 18. this little 
by little he pulled them out said. 19. now 
he gathered a large pile he collected then. 
20. and he went now the big boy went to 
sit on the margin where they go his goats. 
21. he went he went to twirl these silly 
grasses which he took from the woman 
said. 22. he made little wound strings said 
also. he carried a small piece of bamboo 
said. 23. he made a his violin with these 
these the big wound strings he took from 
the woman. 24. now he crossed this the 
bamboo that he made that he worked he 
crossed the violin that is to say. 25. then 
he began now the playing said. the boy 
with this this the wound strings he made. 
26. and they heard these the sheep standing 
said. 27. well they began the dance the big 
sheep also said the goats said. 28. and over 
there were going some the muleteers said. 
29. they saw these the sheep dancing said 
goats said. 30. they heard this the song he 
played this the boy with this those the 
instruments he made. 31. and from this they 
came close these the muleteers. 32. they 
went to reach this the boy said. 33. what 
what instrument this you play these the 
your goats dance they said. 34. they laugh, 
laugh said they liked it standing looking at 
said. 35. well yes a my little song he tells 

them I sing it here my my goats. I go here 
shepherding he says now said. 36. boy said 
play another man now we hear as very 
beautiful it is those you goats dance they 
say to him. 37. ah no he tells them you will 
get mad says this the boy said. 38. no not 
we will get mad. 39. and we pay you they 
tell him said. 40. no no you will get mad. 
41. you will you will tell me something here 
you will say that it is my fault because if I 
will play the song also your donkeys are 
going to dance he tells them said. 42. these 
your donkeys said well they are driving 
about a the fifty the donkeys they are 
loaded the ceramics pottery ware said. 43. 
well no they say to him also. 44. well play 
us the song and we give you your money 
for your bread your bread you eat. 45. no 
he tells them said no not with that you pay 
me I will not play they will dance your 
donkeys also. 46. Lord help us not we will 
get mad that you play they tell him said. 
47. they went apart these the donkeys. they 
went about on the margin that is to say 
where there is browse where they go about 
the goats said. 48. well he wants or doesn't 
want the little boy began the playing with 
this those the muleteers. 49. also they 
danced now the donkeys also said they get 
tangled up dancing the big donkeys and 
they are loaded with household pottery 
said. 50. they thunder the big pottery they 
break said. 51. oh now yes they got mad 
those the muleteers said. 52. for this I tell 
you that I will not play this you obliged me 
to play says the little boy said. 53. well they 
got mad said they went to lodge a com- 
plaint in the presidential palace said. 54. 
now they called the boy to that he pay 
these the pottery said. 55. well for this I 
told you Sir that I did not want to play 
because I know that also your animals will 
dance. 56. well no I don't want thus you 
sent me by force he says. 57. well what for 
what you sent me by force later for they 
dance your animals. 58. and later you 
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obliged him to pay those the pottery they 
say the authorities said. 59. well let's see 
and this your instrument. 60. bring it they 
tell him said. 61. well this also he brought 
it this little boy said. this the instrument 
said. 62. well play a your song we will see 
also we will hear said those the authorities. 
63. where they lodged the complaint with 
the muleteers said. 64. well yes yes he 
played said he did not want to said. 65. well 
I believe you will get mad Sirs because also 
your tables will dance with their inkwells 
he tells them said. 66. no they tell him play. 
67. well he began the playing this the little 
boy said. they danced the tables said they 
danced the chairs said they danced the 
inkwells said. 68. they got stained the 
papers these were written said. 69. well 
they put him in jail little boy said. 70. well 
Sirs I tell you I will not play and well you 
obliged me to just as these the gentlemen 
the muleteers were driving their animals. 
71. well, I tell you I would not give them 
the song meanwhile but they obliged me 
to. 72. well well of course they say. 73. well 
now yes I believe I believe ours the fault. 
74. then well now go. 75. well where well 
where have you found those the foulness 
you have made your instrument they say. 
76. well I found it well well already 
twisted. I don't know how they I found 
them he says to them the little boy denies 
nothing said. 77. this is. 
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West Virginia University 

ALASKA NATIVE LANGUAGE LEGISLATION 

On June 9, 1972, the Alaska State 
Legislature passed a series of bills con- 
cerning Alaskan native languages. These 
bills are the first, to my knowledge, ever 
passed in the United States specifically 
supporting the maintenance of American 
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H. RUSSELL BERNARD 

West Virginia University 

ALASKA NATIVE LANGUAGE LEGISLATION 

On June 9, 1972, the Alaska State 
Legislature passed a series of bills con- 
cerning Alaskan native languages. These 
bills are the first, to my knowledge, ever 
passed in the United States specifically 
supporting the maintenance of American 

Indian languages. (It is entirely possible 
that legislation has previously been passed 
to suppress them!) The changes that have 
taken place in Alaskan thinking, on the 
part of both natives and whites, and as 
expressed now in the legislature, are truly 
spectacular. The success of the bills 
required years of preparation, but the 
actual political phase took place in the 
short period of the last two months of the 
1972 legislative session. A good deal of 
lobbying and letter writing and maneu- 
vering was necessary, but in the end the 
State Senate voted virtually unanimously 
in favor of the bills, and the State House 
of Representatives about two to one in 
favor of the bills. 

There was a heated and memorable 
debate on the House floor the morning of 
June 9. One of the objections was to the 
effect that "if the Canadians had only 
gotten rid of the French language years 
ago when they should have, they wouldn't 
be having all the trouble with separatism 
there they are today." In spite of the real 
significance of this and other objections, 
the bills were passed. 

These bills have already had a pro- 
foundly beneficial effect on the situation 
and future of Alaskan native languages. 
They have also already begun to have 
influence in other states and in Canada, as 
Indians, linguists, and educators concerned 
with American native languages have held 
meetings and communicated about de- 
veloping programs in these languages. 

The bills are in two pairs: Senate Bill 
421, authorizing mandatory bilingual edu- 
cation in state-operated schools where 
children speak a native language and 
Senate Bill 424, appropriating funds to 
implement Senate Bill 421; Senate Bill 422, 
authorizing the establishment at the 
University of Alaska of a Native Language 
Center and Senate Bill 423, appropriating 
funds to support the Center. 
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